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Abstract
We consider an edge-isoperimetric problem (EIP) on the cartesian powers of graphs. One of
our objectives is to extend the list of graphs for whose cartesian powers the lexicographic order
provides nested solutions for the EIP. We present several new classes of such graphs that include
as special cases all presently known graphs with this property. Our new results are applied to
derive best possible edge-isoperimetric inequalities for the cartesian powers of arbitrary regular,
resp. regular bipartite, graphs with a high density.
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1. Introduction
Let G=(VG; EG) be a graph and A; B⊆VG. Denote
IG(A; B) = {(u; v) ∈ EG | u ∈ A; v ∈ B};
IG(A) = IG(A; A);
IG(m) = max
A⊆VG;|A|=m
|IG(A)|:
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We will often omit the index G. Our subject is the following version of the edge-
isoperimetric problem (EIP): for a Fxed m, 16m6|VG|, Fnd a set A⊆VG such that
|A|=m and |I(A)|= I(m). We call such a set A optimal. This problem is known to
be NP-complete in general and has many applications in various Felds of knowledge,
see the survey [4].
We restrict ourselves to graphs representable as cartesian products of other graphs.
Given two graphs G=(VG; EG) and H =(VH ; EH ), their cartesian product is deFned as
a graph G×H with the vertex-set VG ×VH whose two vertices (x; y) and (u; v) are ad-
jacent iJ either x= u and (y; v)∈EH , or (x; u)∈EG and y= v. The graph Gn=G×G×
· · ·×G (n times) is called the nth cartesian power of G.
The EIP for the cartesian powers of a graph G has been well studied for cliques,
i.e., G=Kp with VG = {0; 1; : : : ; p−1}. To present these results we need the deFnition
of the lexicographic order on a set of n-tuples with integral entries. For that we say
that (x1; : : : ; xn) is greater than (y1; : : : ; yn) iJ there exists an index i, 16i6n, such
that xj =yj for 16j¡i and xi¿yi. Assuming that the vertices of a graph G are
totally ordered, denote by Fn(m) the collection of the Frst m vertices of Gn in the
lexicographic order. We call such a set an initial segment.
Theorem 1 (Harper [8] for p1 =pn=2, Lindsey [9] in general). Let n¿2 and p1¿
p2¿· · ·¿pn. Then |I(Fn(m))|¿|I(A)| for any A⊆Kp1 × · · ·×Kpn ; |A|=m, and any
m¿1.
In other words, for the products of cliques there exists a nested structure of solutions,
i.e., a family of optimal subsets A1; A2; : : : ; Am; : : : such that |Am|=m for any m and
A1⊆A2⊆ · · ·⊆Am⊆ · · ·. We call the order of vertices providing the nested structure of
solutions an optimal order (if such exists). Not for any graph its cartesian powers admit
optimal orders. For example, it is known that there does not exist optimal orders for
the second and higher powers of cycles of length p for p¿5 [7]. However, existence
of a nested structure of solutions is an important graph property, because it provides as
an immediate consequence solutions to many applied problems. Among such problems
are the cutwidth, wirelength, and bisection width problems, construction of good k-
partitioning of graphs and their embedding to some other graphs [4]. This stimulates
the study of graphs which admit optimal orders.
The classical results presented in Theorem 1 can be extended in various directions.
For instance, taking an (inFnite) path instead of a clique leads to a grid. In this case
the EIP also has nested structure of solutions [1,6], although the optimal order G is
not the lexicographic one. It is further shown in [4] that the order G is also optimal
for the products of arbitrary trees. For the deFnition of this order and further details,
readers are referred to [1,4,6]. The order G and the lexicographic order were for a long
time the only examples of optimal orders with respect to the EIP. However, as shown
in [4], the order G is optimal for the products of trees only.
Recently, two more complicated orders have been studied in [5,7]. However, it looks
like these orders are optimal for a rather narrow class of graphs. This motivates to study
further the lexicographic order, in particular looking for graphs G for which this order
is optimal for Gn for any n¿2. Following this direction, Ahlswede and Cai proved
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in [2] that the lexicographic order is optimal for the products of complete bipartite
graphs Kp;p. They also showed in [2] that this order yields the so-called local-global
principle. That is, if the lexicographic order is optimal for G2 then it is optimal for
Gn for any n¿3 (see [4] for the local-global principles for some other orders). This
shows that the lexicographic order is indeed important, since it seems to be applicable
to many graphs.
The main diLculty in applying the local-global principle to a given graph G is to
establish the optimality of the lexicographic order for G2. For this, however, no general
methods have been developed so far. The known approaches for cliques and complete
bipartite graphs are diJerent and strictly based on the speciFc properties of graphs in
question. At this state of research a solution of the EIP on G2 for any other concrete
graph G would be interesting and useful for developing more general methods. In our
paper, we present some new ideas in this direction and apply them for three new graph
families. These families include cliques and complete bipartite graphs as special cases
and signiFcantly extend the class of known graphs for which the lexicographic order is
optimal. It seems to be impossible to avoid tedious technical arguments in proofs for
graphs that are more complicated than the complete (bipartite) graphs, so we primarily
call reader’s attention to the transformations and decompositions that we applied to our
graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce new graph classes
Hp; i and Bp; i and present some basic deFnitions and lemmas which are used in the
sequel. A motivation for studying these graph classes is provided by Lemma 2, which
establishes best-possible isoperimetric inequalities for powers of arbitrary regular, resp.
regular bipartite, graphs. In Section 3 we prove the optimality of the lexicographic
order for the cartesian powers of Hp; i. The approach used in this proof also works
well for the powers of complete bipartite graphs. We further apply this technique to
the powers of complete t-partite graphs in Section 4. Concluding remarks and open
questions are presented in Section 5.
2. Some denitions and auxiliary lemmas
Here we introduce three new families of graphs, for whose cartesian powers the
lexicographic order is optimal. The graph Hp; i, can be constructed from K2p by par-
titioning its vertex set into two parts V ′ and V ′′ with |V ′|= |V ′′|=p and removing i
disjoint perfect matchings between these sets. More exactly,
VHp;i = V
′ ∪ V ′′; V ′ = {0; 1; : : : ; p− 1}; V ′′ = {p;p+ 1; : : : ; 2p− 1};
EHp;i = {(u; v) | u; v ∈ V ′; or u; v ∈ V ′′}
∪{(u; v) | u ∈ V ′; v ∈ V ′′; u+ v 
≡ (2p− j)modp; j = 1; : : : ; i}:
An example of H3;1 is shown in Fig. 1(a). The vertices belonging to V ′ and V ′′ are
put into ovals. Note that various ways of deleting i perfect matchings from K2p may
lead to non-isomorphic graphs. However, we do not worry much about that, because
the function I(m) for all these graphs is the same, as it follows from the proof of
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Fig. 1. Representations of H3; 1 (a), B4; 2 (b), and H 23; 1 (c).
Lemma 4. This function is mostly important for our approach rather than the structural
properties of the underlying graphs.
Another graph we study in our paper, Bp; i, is the one obtained from Kp;p for an
even p by removing i disjoint perfect matchings (see Fig. 1(b) and the conclusion for
a precise deFnition). The lexicographic order is also optimal for Bnp; i for any n¿2.
This can be proved by following the lines of the proof of Theorem 5 in the next
section. The interest to these graphs is provided by the following lemma, whose proof
is presented at the end of this section after establishing some auxiliary results. In this
lemma, we further restrict ourselves to graphs that admit nested solutions. It is easily
seen that this condition for G is satisFed if the lexicographic order is optimal for G2
(see more on that in the conclusion section).
Lemma 2. (a) Let G be a regular graph with |VG|= |VHp; i | and deg(G)= deg(Hp; i),
that admits an optimal order in the EIP. Then IHnp; i(m)¿IGn(m) for any n¿1 and
m=1; : : : ; (2p)n.
(b) Let G be a regular bipartite graph with both independent sets of size p
(p even) and deg(G)= deg(Bp; i), that admits an optimal order in the EIP. Then
IBnp; i(m)¿IGn(m) for any n¿1 and m=1; : : : ; (2p)
n.
This provides best-possible isoperimetric inequalities for powers of regular, resp.
regular bipartite, graphs. The class of regular graphs is important, because in the light
of (1) the isoperimetric problem for regular graphs is equivalent to the problem of
minimization of |(A)|, where (A)= I(A; NA) and NA=VG\A. The function (A) appears
in most applications of the edge-isoperimetric inequalities [4]. For a non-regular graph
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G a solution to the EIP on G provides a lower bound for this function following from
the partition EG = I(A)∪ I( NA)∪ (A). Moreover, we conjecture that the regularity of G
is essential for the lexicographic order to be optimal for Gn (see the conclusion).
The third graph class we consider here is given by the complete t-partite graphs
Kp;p;:::;p. In Section 4 we show that the lexicographic order is optimal for its cartesian
powers too. This extends a result of [2] for complete bipartite graphs. We also develop
a new method for solving the EIP for the product of two graphs. This method works
well for all graphs mentioned above.
We will need the following two auxiliary propositions for the sequel.:
Lemma 3. Let G=(VG; EG) be a regular graph and A⊆VG. Then A is an optimal
set i; NA=VG\A is optimal.
Proof. Let deg(v)= k for any v∈VG. Then
2|I(A)|+ |I(A; NA)| = k|A|;
2|I( NA)|+ |I(A; NA)| = k| NA| = k(|VG| − |A|): (1)
The above equations imply 2|I( NA)| = k(|VG| − 2|A|) + 2|I(A)|. Thus, |I(A)| and |I( NA)|
diJer in an additive constant for any A⊆VG. Hence, if one of these sets is optimal,
then the other one is optimal too.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2(a). Then IG(m)6
IHp; i(m) for any 06m6|VG|.
Proof. The assertion is obvious if m6p, because Hp; i contains Kp, whose vertices are
numbered Frst. For m¿p the assertion follows from Lemma 3.
Denote V =VHp; i and let F(m)= {0; 1; : : : ; m − 1} for m=0; 1; : : : ; 2p. For A⊆Vn,
x=(x1; : : : ; xn)∈Vn, and 16i6n denote
Ai(x)= {y∈V | (x1; : : : ; xi−1; y; xi+1; : : : ; xn)∈A}:
The set A⊆Vn is called compressed if Ai(x)= {0; 1; : : : ; |Ai(x)|−1} for any i=1; : : : ; n
and any x∈A. Standard arguments (see [2,4]) provide that if a graph G admits an
optimal order, then for any m¿1 there exist compressed optimal sets in VGn . This
observation is a key point for the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. For a graph G and j=1; : : : ; |VG|, let
G( j) = IG( j)− IG( j − 1) for j¿0 and G(0) = 0:
Taking into account that G admits an optimal order, denote the vertices of G by
0; 1; : : : ; 2p− 1 according to their positions in this order. This provides VnG =VnHp; i =Vn
for any n¿1.
Let A⊆Vn with |A|=m be a compressed set. For the Frst part of the lemma we Frst
show by induction on n that |IGn(A)|6|IHnp; i(A)|. For n=1 one has A=F(m) is an
optimal set in G and in Hp; i. Using Lemma 4, |IG(A)|= IG(m)6IHp; i(m)= |IHp; i(A)|.
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For n¿2 note (see e.g. [2] for (2)) that for any compressed set A⊆VGn =Vn one
has
|IGn(A)| =
∑
(x1 ;:::;xn)∈ A
n∑
i=1
G(xi) (2)
=
2p−1∑
j=0
[ ∑
(x1 ;:::;xn−1 ;j)∈A
n−1∑
i=1
G(xi)
]
+
∑
(x1 ;:::;xn)∈A
G(xn)
=
2p−1∑
j=0
|IGn−1 (A jn )|+
∑
(x1 ;:::;xn−1);x=(x1 ;:::;xn)∈A
|IG(An(x))|; (3)
where A jn = {(x1; : : : ; xn−1) | (x1; : : : ; xn−1; j)∈A}⊆Vn−1.
Similar formulas are also valid for compressed subsets of VHnp; i . Since VGn =VHnp; i
=Vn, a compressed set in Gn is also compressed in Hnp; i and vice versa. For a Fxed j
in (3) the induction hypothesis being applied to the compressed set A jn ⊆Vn−1 implies
|IGn−1 (A jn )|6 |IHn−1p;i (A
j
n )|: (4)
Furthermore, for a Fxed x∈Vn the induction hypothesis (for n=1) being applied to
the compressed set An(x)⊆V implies
|IG(An(x))|6 |IHp;i(An(x))|: (5)
Summing up (4) for j=0; : : : ; 2p− 1 and (5) for x1; : : : ; xn−1 such that x=(x1; : : : ; xn)
∈A and using (3) one gets |IGn(A)|6|IHnp; i(A)|, which completes the induction.
Applying the above argument to an optimal compressed set A⊆VGn one has
IGn(m)= |IGn(A)|6 |IHnp; i(A)|6 maxA⊆Vn;|A|=m |IHnp; i(A)| = IHnp; i(m);
completing the proof of the Frst part.
The second part of the lemma can be proved similarly by taking into account that
an analog of Lemma 4 is valid for the graph Bp; i.
3. EIP for the cartesian powers of Hp; i
One of the main results of the paper is formulated in the following theorem:
Theorem 5. If p¿3 and 16i6p−i then |I(F2(|A|))|¿|I(A)| in Hp; i for any A⊆V 2.
Proof. Let us introduce the following subsets:
V1 = {(x; y) | 06 x ¡ p; 06 y ¡ p};
V2 = {(x; y) | 06 x ¡ p;p6 y ¡ 2p};
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Fig. 2. Compression of A in case 1 and transformation for 1 + 2¿p in case 1a.
V3 = {(x; y) |p6 x ¡ 2p; 06 y ¡ p};
V4 = {(x; y) |p6 x ¡ 2p;p6 y ¡ 2p};
Obviously, for any i the subgraph induced by the vertex set Vi is isomorphic to
Kp×Kp. These sets are shown in Fig. 1(c) for the graph H 23;1. Each graph induced
by vertices located in one row (or in one column) in this Fgure is isomorphic to Hp; i.
We will often use the fact that any vertex of V2 (and V3) is connected with p − i
vertices of V1 and vice versa. In Fig. 1(c) such connections are shown for the vertex
(2; 2)∈V1.
For a subset A⊆V 2 denote Ai =A∩Vi, i=1; 2; 3; 4. Let A be an optimal compressed
set non-isomorphic to F2(|A|) (if such exists).
Case 1: Assume A⊆V1 ∪V2. Since A is compressed, we have |A1|¿|A2|. Thus, due
to Theorem 1 we can assume that A1 and A2 are initial segments (in “columns”) of V1
and V2, respectively, as it is shown in Fig. 2. Let |A1|= k1p+ 1 and |A2|= k2p+ 2
for some integers k1; k2; 1; 2 with 06k1; k26p − 1 and 061; 2¡p. If |A1|=p2,
we assume k1 =p−1 and 1 =p. Now |A1|¿|A2| implies k1¿k2. Moreover, if k1 = k2
then 1 =p or 2 = 0 due to the compression, hence A=F2(|A|). So we can assume
k1¿k2.
Case 1a: Assume k1 − k2 is even (and positive). First consider the case 1 + 26p.
We transform A into B=F2(|A|) in two steps. First, we construct a set C by moving
(k2; y)∈A2 for p6y¡p+ 2 to (k1; y + 1 − p)∈V1\A1. It is easily shown that
|I(C)| − |I(A)|= 2(1 + k1 − k2)− 2(p− i): (6)
Now we move (x; y)∈C1 with (k1 + k2)=26x¡k1, 06y¡p to (x − (k1 − k2)=2;
y+p)∈V2\C2 and (x; y)∈C1 with x= k1, 06y¡1 + 2 to ((k1 + k2)=2; y)∈V1\C1.
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This way C will be transformed into B, and
|I(B)| − |I(C)|= p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− (1 + 2) k1 − k22 : (7)
Therefore, from (6) and (7) for = |I(B)| − |I(A)| one has
=
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
+ 2
(
1 +
k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22 − 2(p− i):
(8)
Since i6p− i, then p=2¿i. Furthermore, k2¿0 and k16p− 1 imply k1− k26p− 1.
These inequalities imply p − i¿p=2¿(p − 1)=2¿(k1 − k2)=2. Therefore, p − i −
(k1 − k2)=2¿1, and from (8) it follows
¿
(p− 1)(k1 − k2)
2
− 2 + 12: (9)
Since p¿1 and 21¿2 for 1 
= 0, then ¿0. If 1 = 0, then taking into account
k1 − k2¿2 and (9), we get
¿
p(k1 − k2)
2
− 2¿p− 2¿0:
Now consider the case 1 + 2¿p. Then 2¿0. We transform A into B=F2(|A|) in
three steps. First construct the set C by moving p−1 vertices of the form (k2; y)∈A2
for 1 + 26y¡2 + p to (k1; y − 2)∈V1\A1. One has
|I(C)| − |I(A)|=(p− 1)(1 + k1 − k2 − (1 + 2 − p)− (p− i)): (10)
Next, we move the vertices (k2; y)∈C2 for p6y¡1 + 2 to ((k1 + k2)=2; y). For the
resulting set D one has |I(D)|= |I(C)|. Finally, we move (x; y)∈D1 with (k1 + k2)=
2¡x6k1 and 06y¡p to (x− 1− (k1− k2)=2; y+p)∈V2\D2. The resulting set is B.
One has
|I(B)| − |I(D)|= p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
− 1
)
+ (1 + 2 − p)k1 − k22 :
(11)
It follows from (10) and (11) that for = |I(B)| − |I(A)| one has
=
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22
+ (p− 1)(1 − 2 + (p− 1)− (p− i)) + 2 k1 − k22
=
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22 + (p− 1)(i − 2) + 2
k1 − k2
2
:
(12)
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Similarly as above, p− i − (k1 − k2)=2¿1. Therefore,
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22 ¿
(p− 1)(k1 − k2)
2
¿ 0: (13)
Now, if i¿2, then (12) and (13) imply ¿0.
Note that p − 1¡2. Thus, if i¡2 and (k1 − k2)=2¿2 − i, then (12) and (13)
imply
¿
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22 − 2(2 − i) + 2
k1 − k2
2
¿
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 1 k1 − k22 ¿ 0:
Now if i¡2 and 2 − i¿(k1 − k2)=2, then (12) implies
=
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
+ 1
(
2 − i − k1 − k22
)
−p(2 − i) + 2 k1 − k22
=
[
p(k1 − k2)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)
− 2
(
p− i − k1 − k2
2
)]
+ 1
(
2 − i − k1 − k22
)
+ (p− 2)i: (14)
Since p¿2 and k1 − k2¿2, then the last term of (14) and the term in brackets are
positive. Therefore, ¿0.
Case 1b: Assume k1 − k2 − 1 is even and 1 + 26p. We transform a set A
into B=F2(|A|) in three steps. First, we construct the set C by moving the ver-
tices (k1; y)∈A1 for 06y¡1 to (k2; y+p+ 2)∈V2\A2. For the resulting set C one
has
|I(C)| − |I(A)|= 1(2 + (p− i)− (k1 − k2)): (15)
Second, we move the vertices (k2; y)∈C2 for p6y¡p + 1 + 2 to ((k1 + k2 −
1)=2; y). For the resulting set D one has |I(D)|= |I(C)|. Finally, for the set D we move
(x; y)∈D1 for (k1+k2+1)=26x¡k1 and 06y¡p to (x−(k1+k2−1)=2; y+p)∈V2\D2.
The resulting set is B, and
|I(B)| − |I(D)|= p(k1 − k2 − 1)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2 + 1
2
)
+ (1 + 2)
k1 − k2 − 1
2
:
(16)
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If follows from (15) and (16) that for = |I(B)| − |I(A)| one has
=
p(k1 − k2 − 1)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2 + 1
2
)
+ 2
k1 − k2 − 1
2
+ 1
(
2 + p− i − k1 − k2 + 12
)
: (17)
Since p− i¿p=2¿(k1 − k2 + 1)=2, then each term in (17) is non-negative. Therefore,
¿0.
If 1 + 2¿p then we proceed similarly as in case 1(a). First, we move (k1; y)∈A1
for 1 + 2 − p6y¡1 to (k2; y − 1 + p)∈V2\A2 and obtain the set C. After that
we move (x; y)∈C1 for (k1 + k2 + 1)=26x¡k1 and 06y¡p to (x− (k1 − k2 − 1)=2;
y + p)∈V2\C2 and (x; y)∈C1 for x= k1, 06y¡1 + 2 − p to ((k1 + k2 + 1)=2; y).
This results in a set D with |I(D)|= |I(B)|. It can be shown that for = |I(B)|−|I(A)|
one has
=
[
p(k1 − k2 − 1)
2
(
p− i − k1 − k2 + 1
2
)
− 1 k1 − k2 − 12
]
+ 2
(
k1 − k2 − 1
2
)
+ (p− 2)(p− 1 + p− i): (18)
If p− i¿(k1− k2 + 1)=2 then the term of (18) in brackets is non-negative (as well as
any other one), hence, ¿0. If p− i=(k1−k2+1)=2 then p− i¿p=2¿(k1−k2+1)=2
implies (k1 − k2 + 1)=2=p=2, so k1 =p− 1 and k2 = 0. One has
¿ (p− 2)(p− i) + 2 k1 − k2 − 12 − 1
k1 − k2 − 1
2
¿ (p− 2)(p=2− 1) + (2 − 1)(p=2− 1) = (p− 1)(p=2− 1)¿ 0:
Case 2: Assume A⊆V1 ∪V2 ∪V3 and A2 
= ∅ and A3 
= ∅. We assume k2¡p, since
otherwise V1 ∪V2 ⊂ A and the set V 2\A satisFes the conditions of case 1. Without loss
of generality we can assume that A2 is an initial segment (in “columns” of V2) and so
is A3 (in “rows” of V3) (see Fig. 3). Indeed, after such a transformation the number
of inner edges in A2 and A3 cannot decrease by Theorem 1 and the number of edges
between A1 and A2 (also between A1 and A3) remains the same. Let |A2|= k2p + 2
and |A3|= k3p+ 3 with 062; 3¡p. We can assume k2¿k3.
Without loss of generality, we can assume 2 = 0. Indeed, otherwise if 3¿p − 2
then we move (x; k3)∈A3 for 2 + 36x¡p+ 3 to (k2; x − 2 + p)∈V2\A2. For the
resulting set C one has
|I(C)| − |I(A)| = (p− 2)(2 − ((2 + 3 − p) + k2 − k3)) ¿ 0:
If 0¡36p− 2 then we move (x; k3)∈A3 for p6x¡p+ 3 to (k2; x+ 2) ∈ V2\A2.
For the resulting set C one has
|I(C)| − |I(A)|= 3(2 + k2 − k3) ¿ 0:
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Fig. 3. Compression of A in case 2.
If 3 = 0 then A3 
= ∅ implies k3¿0. We move (x; k3 − 1)∈A3 for p + 26x¡2p to
(k2; x)∈V2\A2. For the resulting set C one has
|I(C)| − |I(A)| = (p− 2)(k2 − k3 + 1)¿0:
In all cases we get a contradiction with the optimality of A.
Let !=0 if 3¿0 and !=1 if 3 = 0. Consider a (p− k2)× (p− k3 − !) rectangle
V5 = {(x; y) ∈ V1 | k2 6 x ¡ p; k3 + !6 y ¡ p}
and replace A5 =A∩V5 with the initial segment in V5 of the same size. This initial
segment is shown by the dark gray area in Fig. 3. By Theorem 1 (applied for V5),
the resulting set will be optimal too. This is true because the number of inner edges
within A5 will not decrease, and the number of edges between A5 and V1\V5 remains
the same. Let |A5|=(p− k3 − !)k5 + 5 with 065¡p− k3 − !.
Case 2a: Assume k5¿0. If k5¿k3 or k5 = k3 and 3 = 0, then |A|62p2. We
move (x; y)∈A3 to (y + k2; x)∈V2\A2. This results in a set C ⊆V1 ∪V2 with
|I(C)|¿|I(A)|, and we apply the arguments of case 1 to further transform C
to F2(|A|).
If 16k5¡k3 or 16k5 = k3 and 3¿0, then we move (x; y)∈A3 for p6x¡2p and
06y¡k5 to (y + k2; x)∈V2\A2. For the resulting set C one has
|I(C)| − |I(A)|= k5p(k2 − (k3 − k5))− 3k5¿k5(p− 3)¿0;
which contradicts the optimality of A.
Case 2b: Assume k5 = 0 and k3¿0. We show that in this case A is not optimal.
We start with interchanging (x; 0)∈A3 for p + 36x¡2p and (x; k3)∈V3\A3. This
transformation does not aJect the number of inner edges in a set.
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Fig. 4. Transformation of A into B and C in case 2b.
First assume k2¡p−1. If 5¿0 we move (k2; y)∈A1 for k3¡y6k3+5 to (k2+1; y).
The resulting set B has the same number of inner edges. If 5 = 0 we set B=A. The
set B is shown in the left part of Fig. 4. Denote
P = {(x; k3 − !)∈A | k2 6 x ¡ 2p};
Q = {(k2; y) =∈ A | k3 − !6 y ¡ 2p+ k3 − k2 − !};
where ! is deFned above. Now |P|= |Q|=2p − k2 and we replace P with Q (see
Fig. 4). We show that for the obtained set C one has |I(C)|¿|I(B)|. Indeed, if 3¿0
then for = |I(C)| − |I(B)| one has
= [|I(Q)|+ |I(Q; A)|]− [|I(P)|+ |I(P; A\P)|]
=
[(
p
2
)
−
(
k3
2
)
+ (2p− k2)k2 +
(
p+ k3 − k2
2
)
+ (p+ k3 − k2)(p− i)]−
[
(p− k2)(k3 + k2) +
(
p− k2
2
)
+ p(p− i) +
(
p
2
)
+ k33 + (p− 3)(k3 − 1)
]
=pk2 + (k3 − k2)(p− i)− pk3 − p+ 3 = i(k2 − k3) + (p− 3) ¿ 0:
Similarly, if 3 = 0 then = i(k2 − k3 + 1)¿0.
Now assume k2 =p − 1. In this case we construct the set C by replacing P with
the set R= {(p − 1; y) =∈A | k3 + 5 − !¡y¡p + k3 + 5 − !} with ! deFned above.
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For = |I(C)| − |I(B)| one has
= [|I(R)|+ |I(R; A)|]− [|I(P)|+ |I(P; A\P)|]
=
(
p− 5 − k3 − 1
2
)
+
(
k3 + 1 + 5
2
)
+p(p− 1) + (p− 5 − k3 − 1)(k3 + 1 + 5) + (k3 + 1 + 5)(p− i)
−
[(
p
2
)
+ k33 + (p− 3)(k3 − 1) + p(p− i)
]
= 2(p− 5 − k3 − 1)(k3 + 1 + 5 + i=2) + (p− 3) + p5 ¿ p− 3¿0:
In all cases we get a contradiction with the optimality of A.
Case 2c: Assume k5 = k3 = 0. We prove that A is not optimal by showing =
|I(F2(|A|)| − |I(A)|¿0. Since A3 
= ∅, 3¿1. Remember, that we assume in case 2
that k2¡p.
If p− k2 − 1 + 36p− 5 − 1 then
=
[(
p− k2 − 1 + 3
2
)
+ (p− k2 − 1 + 3)(k2 + 5 + 1)
]
−
[(
p− k2 − 1
2
)
+
(
3
2
)
+ (p− k2 − 1)(k2 + 1) + 3(p− i)
]
= 3(i + 5) + (p− k2 − 1)5 ¿ 3i¿0:
If p− k2 − 1 + 3¿p− 5 − 1 and p− k2 − 1 + 3 + 5 + 162p then (see Fig. 5)
=
[(
p
2
)
−
(
5 + 1
2
)
+
(
5 + 3 − k2
2
)
+(p− k2 + 3 − 1)k2 + (5 + 3 − k2)(p− i)
]
−
[(
p− k2 − 1
2
)
+
(
3
2
)
+ (p− k2 − 1)(k2 + 1) + 3(p− i)
]
(19)
= (p− 5)k2 + 5(3 − 1) + (5 − k2)(p− i): (20)
Now if 5¿k2 then each term in (20) is non-negative. Therefore, =0 iJ k2 = 5 = 0.
In this case A is isomorphic to F2(|A|) contradicting our assumption. If 5¡k2 then
(20) can be rewritten as = 5((p− k2) + (3 − 1)) + (k2 − 5)i¿i¿0.
Finally, if p − k2 − 1 + 3 + 5 + 1¿2p, i.e., 3 + 5 − k2¿p then k2¡3 + 5 −
p6(p− 1) + (p− 2)− p=p− 3. One has
= 2
(
p
2
)
−
(
5 + 1
2
)
+
(
3 + 5 − k2 − p
2
)
+(3 + 5 − k2 − p)(k2 + 1) + (2p− 5 − 1)k2 + p(p− i)
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Fig. 5. Transformation of A into F2(|A|) in case 2c.
−
[(
p− k2 − 1
2
)
+
(
3
2
)
+ (p− k2 − 1)(k2 + 1) + 3(p− i)
]
= k2(p− 5 − 1) + (p− 5)(p− 3) + k2(p− 5) + pk2
+(p− 3)(p− i − 1) ¿ 0:
In all cases we get a contradiction with the optimality of A.
Case 3: Assume V4 
= ∅. Since A is compressed, V1⊂A, so NA=V\A⊆V2 ∪V3 ∪V4.
Hence, we can apply the arguments of case 1 and case 2 to NA and transform it to
F2(| NA|). Since, by Lemma 3, both A and NA are optimal sets then the proof is completed.
Due to the local-global principle for the lexicographic order [2], we have the
following result:
Corollary 6. If 16i6p − i, then |I(Fn(|A|))|¿|I(A)| in Hnp; i for any A⊂Vn and
n¿1.
The next theorem shows that the assumption concerning i is important for the exis-
tence of an optimal order.
Theorem 7. There does not exist an optimal order for Hp; i×Hp; i if p¿3 and
p− i¡i¡p− 1.
Proof. Let V1, V2, and V3 be the sets introduced in the proof of Theorem 5.
Assume an optimal order O2 does exist. Denote by vm the mth vertex in this order
and let Sm= {v1; v2; : : : ; vm}. Then Sm is an optimal set for any m, 16m6p2. We show
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by induction on k that for k6p=2
S2kp = {(x; y) | 06x¡k; 06y¡2p} ⊂ V1 ∪ V2: (21)
Indeed, since the graph H 2p; i is vertex-symmetric, then without loss of generality we can
assume v1 = (0; 0). Note that the maximum size of a clique in H 2p; i is p and the vertices
of this clique agree either in the Frst or the second entry. Therefore, we can assume
Sp= {(0; y) | 06y¡p}⊂V1. Now, vp+1 ∈{0}× [p; 2p− 1]⊂V2 because in this case
it is connected with Sp by p − i¿2 edges, and any other vertex of V 2 is connected
with Sp by at most one edge. By the same reason, vm ∈{0}× [p; 2p − 1]⊂V2 for
m=p+ 1; : : : ; 2p− 1. Thus, (21) holds for k =1.
Assume (21) holds for some k with 16k¡p=2. Without loss of generality let
v2kp+1 = (k; 0). Then v2kp+2 is either (k + 1; 0) or (k; 1) and the vertices v2kp+m for
m=2; : : : ; p − k must agree with v2kp+2, respectively, in the Frst or the second en-
try. Therefore, in the Frst case S2kp+(p−k) = S2kp ∪{(x; 0) | 06x¡p} and v2kp+(p−k)+1
= (p; 0), whereas in the second case S2kp+(p−k) = S2kp ∪{(k; y) | 06y¡p − k} and
v2kp+(p−k)+1 = (k; p − k). In both cases the sets S2kp+(p−k) have the same number of
inner edges. However,
|I(S2kp+(p−k)+1)| − |I(S2kp+(p−k))| =
{
p− i if v2kp+2 = (k + 1; 0);
(p− k) + k = p if v2kp+2 = (k; 1):
Since i¿p=2¿1 for p¿3, then the Frst alternative leads to a non-optimal set
S2kp+(p−k)+1. Therefore, S2kp+p= S2kp∪{(k; y) | 06y¡p}. Furthermore, v2kp+p+1∈V2,
because in this case it is connected with S2kp+p by (p − i) + (k − 1)¿k + 1 edges,
whereas any other vertex of V 2 is connected with S2kp+p by at most k edges. This
implies v2kp+p+m ∈V2 for m=0; : : : ; p and the induction goes through.
Since p− i¡i or, equivalently, i¿p=2, then 2(p− i)¡p. This implies S2(p−i)p+1⊆
V1 ∪V2. Consider the set
A= {(x; y)∈V 2 | 06 x ¡ 2(p− i); 06 y ¡ p} ∪ {(2(p− i); 0)}⊆V1
with |A|=2(p− i)p+ 1. Simple calculations provide
|I(S2(p−i)p+1)| = p(p− i)(3p− 2i − 2) + (p− i);
|I(A)| = p(p− i)(3p− 2i − 2) + 2(p− i):
Since p− i¿2, this contradicts the optimality of S2(p−i)p+1 and completes the proof.
Note, that Theorem 7 is not true for i=p − 1. In this case Hp; i (resp. H 2p; i) is
isomorphic to Kp×K2 (resp. Kp×Kp×K2×K2) and the existence of an optimal
order follows from Theorem 1. Furthermore, Theorem 7 is also not true for i=p. In
this case Hp; i (resp. H 2p; i) is non-connected and is isomorphic to two disjoint copies
of Kp (resp. to four disjoint copies of Kp×Kp). In this case the lexicographic order
is also optimal as it follows from [3].
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4. EIP for the powers of complete t-partite graphs
For Fxed p and t denote Vi = {j | j≡ i(mod t); 06j¡tp}, i=0; : : : ; t − 1, and con-
sider the complete t-partite graph G=Kp;:::;p=(V; E) with
V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vt−1;
E = {(u; v) | u∈Vi; v∈Vj; i 
= j; i; j=0; : : : ; t − 1}:
It is easily shown that for any m the set {0; : : : ; m− 1} is optimal in G. Furthermore,
note that G(i+1)= G(i) for i≡ 0 (mod t) and G(i+1)= G(i) + 1 otherwise. This,
in particular, implies
06
s1+l−1∑
i=s1
G(i)−
s2+l−1∑
i=s2
G(i)6 l(s1 − s2) (22)
for any l¿1 and s1¿s2¿1 with s1 + l−16tp. Here, the Frst inequality follows from
the monotonicity of G(i) on i and the second one can be easily shown by induction
on s1 − s2.
Theorem 8. Any initial segment of the lexicographic order on K2p;:::;p is an optimal
set.
Proof. Let A⊆V 2 be a compressed optimal set. Denote
V1 = {(x; y) | 06 x¡t(p− 1); t6y¡tp};
V2 = {(x; y) | t 6 x¡tp; t6y¡tp};
V3 = {(x; y) | t 6 x¡tp; 06y¡t(p− 1)}
and let Ai =A∩Vi, i=1; 2; 3. We prove the theorem by induction on p. For p=1 it
is true for any t¿1 due to a result of Lindsey [9] (see Theorem 1). Assume p¿1
and t¿1. Without loss of generality we can assume
if (x; y) ∈ A and x ¿ y then (y; x)∈A: (23)
Case 1: Assume (t(p − 1); t) =∈A. This implies that if (x; y)∈A and y¿t then
(x; y)∈V1. Now we replace A1 with an initial segment of same size in V1 and obtain
a set A′1⊆V1. By induction (applied to V1), |I(A′1)|¿|I(A1)|. It is easily shown that
the number of inner edges connecting A1 and A\A1 is not larger than the one for
A′1 and A\A1. Therefore, the obtained set B=(A\A1)∪A′1 is optimal. Obviously, B is
compressed.
Case 1a: Assume (t − 1; pt − 1)∈B. Denote R= {(x; y) | x6t − 1; 06y¡tp} (see
Fig. 6(a)). Since B is compressed, R⊆B. Note that any vertex of B2 ∪B3 is adjacent to
exactly t− 1 vertices of R having the same y-coordinate. Therefore, replacing B2 with
an initial segment in V2 the obtained set will be compressed and optimal. The same also
holds for B3. Repeating these replacements in sequence, Frst for B2 and then for B3,
results in a compressed optimal set C that is stable with respect to these transformations.
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Fig. 6. Sets C and D appearing in cases 1a and 1b.
If C 
=F2(|C|) then there exists x0¡pt − 2 and 2; 3 with t(p − 1)626pt and
0¡36t such that
C = {(x; y) | 06 x 6 x0}∪ {(x0 + 1; y) | 06 y¡2}
∪{(x0 + 2; y) | 06 y ¡ 3}:
The set C is shown in Fig. 6(a).
Now if pt− 2¿3 then we move (x0 +2; y) to (x0 +1; 2 +y) for y=0; : : : ; 3−1.
By (2), for the obtained set D one has
|I(D)− |I(C)| =
[
2+3−1∑
i=2
G(i)−
3−1∑
i=0
G(i)
]
− 3
¿ 23 − 3¿0:
Here, the Frst inequality follows from the Frst inequality of (22). If pt − 2¡3 we
move (x0 + 2; 3 − i) to (x0 + 1; pt − i) for i=1; 2; : : : ; pt − 2. In both cases for the
obtained set D one has D=F2(|D|). Similarly to above it follows from (2) and (22)
that |I(D)|¿|I(C)|.
Case 1b: Assume (t− 1; pt− 1) =∈B. Without loss of generality we can assume that
B3 is an initial segment in “rows” of V3. Let |B1|= k1t(p− 1)+ 1 and |B3|= k3t(p−
1)+ 3 for some integer k1; k3; 1; 3 with 06k1; k36t− 1 and 061; 3¡t(p− 1) (see
Fig. 6(b)). Now (23) implies k1¿k3 and if k1 = k3 then 1¿3.
First we show that there is no loss of generality to assume 1 = 0. Indeed, suppose
1¿0. Now if 1 + 36t(p − 1) then we move (t + x; k3) to (k1; t + 1 + x) for
x=0; : : : ; 3−1. By (2), the number of inner edges in the resulting set will be changed
on 3(k1− k2)+(
∑t+1+3−1
i=t+1 G(i)−
∑t+3−1
i=t G(i)), which is non-negative by the Frst
inequality in (22). Furthermore, if 1 + 3¿t(p − 1) then we move (t + 3 − x; k3)
to (k1; tp − x) for x=1; : : : ; t(p − 1) − 1. Similarly one can show that the number
of inner edges in the resulting set will not decrease. Thus, in both cases the obtained
set is compressed and optimal. Repeating this transformation will lead to an optimal
compressed set C with 1 = 0.
Now assume 3¿0 and denote V4 = {(x; y) | k1¡x¡t; k3¡y¡t} and C4 =C ∩V4.
The subgraph of G2 induced by the vertex set V4 is isomorphic to Kt−k1−1×Kt−k3−1.
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Replace A4 with the set A′4 isomorphic to the initial segment of V4 in the lexicographic
order. The number of edges connecting the sets A4 and A′4 with A\A4 is the same.
However, |I(A′4)|¿|I(A4)| by a result of Lindsey [9] (see Theorem 1). Hence, the
set D=(C\A4)∪A′4 is compressed and optimal. Let |A′4|= a(t − k3 − 1) + b with
06b¡t − k3 − 1. Now if a¿0 then we apply again the transformations described in
the previous paragraph. Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume a=0, so
D has the form (see Fig. 6(b))
D= {(x; y) | x ¡ k1} ∪ {(x; y) |y ¡ k2} ∪ {(k1; y) | k3 ¡ y 6 k3 + b}
∪{(x; k3) | k1 6 x¡t + 3}:
Denote l= 3+ t−k1−1. If b+l6pt−k3−1, then we move (k1+x; k3) for x=1; : : : ; l
to (k1; k3 + b+ x). This results in a compressed set E. By (2), for = |I(E)| − |I(D)|
one has
 = l(k1 − k3)−
[
k1+l∑
i=k1+1
G(i)−
k3+b+l∑
i=k3+b+1
G(i)
]
:
Now if k3 + b¿k1 then the Frst inequality in (22) implies the term in brackets is
non-positive, so ¿l(k1 − k3)¿0. If k3 + b6k1 then the second inequality in (22)
implies ¿l(k1 − k3)− l(k1 − k3 − b)¿0. Therefore, the set E is optimal.
If b+ l¿pt − k3 − 1 or 3 = 0 then we apply similar transformations. In the latter
case we only deFne V4 as {(x; y) | k1¡x¡t; k36y¡t}. After a Fnite number of these
transformations the resulting set is either an initial segment or a set satisfying the
assumptions of case 1a.
Case 2: Assume (t(p − 1); t)∈A. Now (23) implies (t; t(p − 1))∈A. We consider
NA=V\A, and apply the arguments of case 1 to NA and transform it to F2(| NA|). Since,
by Lemma 3, both A and NA are optimal sets, the proof is completed.
Due to the local-global principle for the lexicographic order [2], we have the fol-
lowing result:
Corollary 9. |I(Fn(|A|))|¿|I(A)| for any A⊂Vn and n¿1.
5. Concluding remarks
Results similar to Theorems 5 and 7 can be obtained for the graph Bp; i =(VBp; i ; EBp; i),
where
VBp;i = V
′ ∪ V ′′; V ′ = {0; 2; : : : ; 2p− 2}; V ′′ = {1; 3; : : : ; 2p− 1};
EBp;i = {(u; v) | u ∈ V ′; v ∈ V ′′; u+ v 
≡ (2p− j)modp; j = 1; : : : ; i}:
It is easily shown that for any m the set {0; 1; : : : ; m− 1} is a solution to the EIP on
Bp; i. With this numbering the lexicographic order on V =VBp; i ×VBp; i is well-deFned.
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Theorem 10. Let i6p=2− i and let p¿4 be even. Then |I(F2(|A|))|¿|I(A)| in B2p; i
for any A⊆V 2.
The proof of this theorem actually goes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 5.
The local-global principle [2] implies that a similar result holds for any cartesian power
of Bp; i:
Corollary 11. If i6p=2 − i and p¿4 is even, then |I(Fn(|A|))|¿|I(A)| in Bnp; i for
any A⊆Vn and any n¿1.
The next result can be proved by using a similar approach as in the proof of
Theorem 7.
Theorem 12. There does not exist an optimal order on Bp; i×Bp; i if p¿4 is even
and p=2− i¡i¡p=2− 1.
We also have some preliminary results concerning the EIP for the cartesian powers
of Kp;:::;p (t parts) with up to two t-factors deleted. In these cases the lexicographic
order is also optimal. This can be proved by using the technique presented in Section 4.
We conjecture that a similar result also holds for the cartesian powers of the complete
t-partite graphs with more than two t-factors removed. We also conjecture that there is
a threshold for the number of the deleted t-factors, after which no optimal order exists
even for the second cartesian power.
Observing the examples of graphs for whose cartesian powers the lexicographic order
is optimal (all such presently known graphs are mentioned in our paper) we conclude
that all these graphs are regular. Surprisingly enough, even a slight violation of the
regularity of a graph G may lead to the absence of the nested solutions on Gn for
n¿2. For example, consider the graph G obtained from Kp for p¿3 by deleting an
edge. It is easily seen that any initial segment of a numbering of VG with 0; : : : ; p− 1,
so that the non-adjacent vertices get numbers p − 2 and p − 1, provides an optimal
set in G.
Now consider G×G and construct an optimal set of size p. Since G does not contain
a clique of size p, the best solution would be a Kp without an edge. Hence, among
compressed sets of size p the set {(0; 0); (0; 1); : : : ; (0; p− 1)} is the only optimal one
up to isomorphism. It is not diLcult to show that the only optimal set for m=(p−1)2
is {0; 1; : : : ; p− 2}×{0; 1; : : : ; p− 2}. Since both optimal sets are unique and the Frst
set is not a subset of the second one, there is no optimal order for G×G.
According to the above example it would be interesting to Fgure out if the lexico-
graphic order can provide nested solutions for powers of non-regular graphs. Another
question we ask is whether or not the fact that G2 admits an optimal order implies that
G admits an optimal order. This is true for the lexicographic order, the order G [1,4,6]
and two other orders studied in [5,7]. Finally, we are not aware on any complexity
results on the existence of a nested structure of solutions.
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